
Troubleshooting the BAHA 5 Power 

 

No sound 
 Change the battery. You may wish to try a battery from a different pack of batteries 

if it was changed recently.  

 Check that the battery drawer shuts firmly. Replace if it is loose or doesn’t shut 
firmly. 

Intermittent or reduced sound 
 Dirt in the coupling or sound inlets. You can clean your BAHA processor with a soft, 

dry cloth. Remove any dirt or entangled hair around the coupling. 

 Moisture. Open the battery drawer fully and let the BAHA dry.  

 The battery may be worn out. Change the battery. You may wish to try a battery 
from a different pack of batteries if it was changed recently.  

 Check that the battery drawer shuts firmly. 

Whistling noise (feedback) 
 Check the BAHA is correctly connected to the abutment or magnet.  

 Check the position of the BAHA. Make sure it is not touching something (for example 
your ear, collar, hat or glasses).  

 If volume is enabled, reduce the volume via the side rocker button or via the 
Cochlear App. 

I’m worried I might knock off my BAHA 
 A safety line is available. It attaches to the BAHA and clips to your clothing. It is 

designed to help you avoid dropping the BAHA especially during physical activity or 

situations where the BAHA could be knocked off.  



I can’t open the battery drawer 
 The tamper resistant battery drawer may be locked. Insert the tip of the locking tool 

into the battery door slot and slide the locking pin down. This video shows how to 
open the tamper resistant battery drawer. 

The battery drawer is loose or has fallen out 
 The battery drawer can be replaced. Fully open the battery drawer and take out the 

battery. Unclip the old battery drawer from the side hinge. Clip in a replacement 
battery drawer. This video shows how to change the battery drawer. 

Helpful resources 
 BAHA 5 Power user guide (pdf) 

 More support can be found on the Cochlear troubleshooting web page 

https://youtu.be/cF_xSOBGFGk
https://youtu.be/jR52lgCawGU
https://www.cochlear.com/shared-library/downloads/cam-downloads/professionals/cochlear-baha-system/baha5-power-superpower/95853_630526-2_baha_5_power_user_manual
https://www.cochlear.com/uk/en/home/ongoing-care-and-support/device-support

